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framework overview — ILCSoft
F. Gaede @ LCWS13

 
latest release: v01-17-06



Generator

Whizard (arXiv:0708.4233)

O’Mega (matrix element)
very robust (all the possible feynman 

diagrams can be generated automatically)

default generator for LoI and DBD (v1.x up 
to 6-fermion; v2.x 8-fermion; v1.95 for DBD)

Physsim (http://www-jlc.kek.jp/subg/offl/physsim/)

HELAS (matrix element)
hand coded each feynman diagram
good for generating signal (well controlled)

Beam-Beam interaction: GuineaPig (TESLA-97-08)
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http://www-jlc.kek.jp/subg/offl/physsim/


Detector Simulation

Mokka (LC-TOOL-2003-010)

based on Geant4, full detector simulation
ILD_o1 (AHcal); ILD_o2 (SDHcal); ILD_o3 (ScEcal)
changing geometry or sub-detector is not very trivial

SGV 3.0 (arXiv:1203.0217v1)

sophisticated fast detector simulation
model ILD_00 available
convenient to change geometry and sub-detector
same interface to generator (stdhep) or analysis (dst)
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DD4HEP being developed is going to replace Mokka



Reconstruction & Analysis
Particle Flow (Nucl. Intrum. Meth. A611 (2009) 25-46)

tracking, clustering, matching
PandoraPFA, Arbor

Flavor Tagging (T. Suehara @ LCWS12)

vertex finder, flavor tagging
LCFIPlus
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Isolated Lepton Finder
Jet Clustering (arXiv:1111.6097)

Durham, kt algorithms
FastJet

many existing processors in MarlinReco, MarlinTrk, 
MarlinKinFit, etc. and from individual analyst



existing MC samples

generator samples
http://ilcsoft.desy.de/dbd/generated/

fully simulated & reconstructed samples
https://ilcproddb.desy.de/admin/ild/gen/
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not on grid, also existing SGV samples for 
several ongoing studies, i.e. various TPC radii

available on grid (lfn:/grid/ilc/prod/ilc)

usually there are three types of samples: 
sim (just after detector simulation); rec 
(reconstructed, with hit level information 
saved); dst (only particle level information)

http://ilcsoft.desy.de/dbd/generated/
https://ilcproddb.desy.de/admin/ild/gen/


proposals related to TPC optimization studies

first of all, not only optimization, but also justification of TPC (advantages)
not only detector performance, but also physics performance
impact of high momentum tracking (radius, SET, B-Field): 

Higgs recoil mass again Z—>μμ (radius opt done by Tomohisa @ KEK using SGV, 
SET not yet)
branching ratio of H—>μμ (existing DBD analysis done by Tino @ KEK, not sure 
will work on TPC opt)
heavy gauge boson search, Z’—>μμ (no existing studies)

impact of low momentum tracking (B-Field?): 
how tracking efficiencies affect flavor tagging performance including γ* and KS 
reconstruction (no existing studies?)
degenerated higgsinos in natural SUSY, M(Χ+)-M(Χ0) ~< 1 GeV, where only few 
low momentum particles can be detected (ongoing by Hale and Yorgos @ DESY)
efficiency as function of Pt, cosθ (partially done by Mikael using SGV)
new algorithm for low-pt PID, combine information from ECal, Yoke (partially 
being studied by Hale)
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(c.f. Jenny @ ILD opt meeting; Mikael @ LCWS14; etc.)



proposals related to TPC optimization studies

impact of dE/dx (radius): 
application to analysis is recently implemented in MarlinReco (by Masakazu @ 
Tokyo U’)
use for vertex charge reconstruction, important for measurement of AFB in tt-
bar (being studied by Roman @ LAL, and Masakazu)
use for improving flavor tagging (by Masakazu)
many other physics cases which require PID for soft tracks
but all based on assumption of 3~5% dE/dx resolution, needs to be justified 
(by someone from TPC group; verify dE/dx calculation in Mokka simulation; 
include detector resolution; Astrid @ DESY was working on this, as well as 
Wenxin @ Saclay?)

impact of continuous tracking (B-Field): 
quasi stable stau in GMSB, large parameter space where stau decays in TPC 
(preliminary studied by Takuaki @ Tokyo U’, but not decay in TPC)
track with kinks, need some quantitative study (no existing studies)
curling tracks are also crucial in degenerated Higgsinos (Hale and Yorgos)
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proposals related to TPC optimization studies

low material budget in the tracking volume
mostly connect to efficiency of low momentum tracking
PID by different track mass assignment in secondary vertices D0—>Κπ, Λ0—
>pπ
another other impact?

two hit (track) separation
3-prong decay of highly boosted τ
reconstruction algorithm (not implemented)

proper implementation of module boundaries
improve tracking algorithm (Frank, etc. @ DESY)
non-uniform B-field tracking (being studied by Bo Li @ Tsinghua U’)
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backup



Masakazu @ ILD meeting 2014



Masakazu @ ILD meeting 2014
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